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of medicina forensis henceforth maintain its POSitiOll by the side of
the precipitation in vitt'o as a va1uable method.
Among the many questions that show th~l'P>Jerves in the study of
our subject, there was a1so tL3
,wing:' wilat happens to the
injected horse-serum during the anaphylactic shock? If there w:ere
only a minimal quantity free and unchanged in the circulation of
the intoxicated animal, it ought to be possible that with ,its blood a
normal animal could be sensitized. Now it has appeared to me that
this is never crowned with surcess. From this it may he inferred that
all the antigen taken up in the blood-cil'cnlation is at once fixed by
tbe cells of tbe hypel'sensitive organism, resp. dcprived of its specific
character at the same time.

"On t/ze stnlcÜll'e of peljeet sets of points". By

Mathematics. Dl'. L. E. J.

BROUWER.

(Oommunicated by Prof.

KORTEWEG).

(Communicated in the meeting of March 26, 1909).
~

1.

Sets of points ancl sets 'oJ pieces.
The sets of points dis~ussed in the following lines are supposed
to bo lying within a tlnite domain of a SPI!.
I
By a piece of a closed set of points (t /we l1l1derstand a single
point 01' closed colwl'ent set of ZJoints, belonging to (t, and not contained in an other closed coherent set of points be10nging to (t.
We can regard as elements of (t its pieces as weIl as its points,
in other wOl'ds we can cOl1sider (t on one hand as a set of points,
on the other hand as a set of pieces.
Let us choose among the pieces of (t a fundamental series Si' S2'
S3' ... , th en to (t belong one Ol' more pieces lSO), ~SO),... with fhe
property that SI! lies entirely wilhin a fol' indefinitely incl'easing n
indetinitely decreasing distance En from one of the pieces (J.SOl" These
parts (J.S~J we shl1l1 eall thc limiting pieces of the fundamental series

Sl' 8 2 , S3' ...
As (hus ihe set (t pO,ssesses to eacl! of its fUlldamental sel'Ïes of'
pieces at least one limiting piece, a closed set of points i~ likewise closed

as set of pieces.
By an isolatecl piece of

(t we undel'stand a piece having from its
rest set in (t a finite distance,. in other words a piece, the rest set of'
which is closed.
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, THEORIlll\Î

1. Eaeh pieee of p, is eitlte1' a limiting p/eee,

01'

an isolated'

pieee.
lLet namely S be a non-isolated piece, then there exists in f.L a
fundamental series ~ points ti' t2 , t3 , • • • • nol belonging to S, converging to a single point t of S. If ti lies on S1> then SI has a
eertain distance El from S. There is th en certainly a point t'2 of the
El ti'om S, lying therefore
fundamental series possessiug a distance
not on SI but on an other piece S2' Let E2 be the distance of S2
from S, then there is eertainly a point t' 3 of the fundamental series
possessing a disrance
E2 ft'om S, lying thus neither on Sll nor
on S2' but on a third piece S3' Continuing in this manner we
determine a fundamental series of piecefl SI' S2' S3' ... , containing~
eonsecutively the points ti' t'2' t'a,'" con verging to t. So the pieces
SI' S2' S3"" converge to a single limiting piece whieh can be no
other than S.
By a perfect set of pieees we understand a closed set, of which
each piece is a limiting pieee.

<

<

A perfect set of pieces is also pe/feet as set of points j but t!te
inverse does not Iw ld. For, a perfect set of points can very weU
contain isolated pieces.
We shall say that two sets of pieces possess t!te same gecmetl'ie
type of order, when they ean be brought piece by piece into sueh
a one-one cOl'l'espondence, tilat to a lnniting piece of a fundameutal
series in orie set cOl'l'esponds a limiting pieee of the corresponding
fllndamental series in the other set. So in general a closed set
considered as a set of pieees possesses not the same geometrlc type
of order as wh en eonsidered as a set of points.
A closed set we shall eall punetual, when it does not contain a
coherent part, in other words when all its pieees are points.
§ 2.

Cant01" .'1 fundamental t!te01'em and its extensions.
The fundamental theorem of the theory of sets of points runs as
follows:

lf we destl'oy in a elosed set an isolated point, in t!te 1'est 'set
again an isolated point, anc! .'10 on tranffinitely, t!tis proeess leads
aftel' a denurnemble numbel' of steps to an end.
,
The discoverers of this theorem, OANTOR 1) and BENDIXSON l) proved
1) Mathem. Annalen 23, p. 459-471.

2) Acta Mathematica 2, p. 419-427.
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\it with the aid of the notion of the second tmnsfinite canlz'nal .2, which
is however not recognised by all mathematicians. LINDEI,ÖF 1) gave a
proof independent of this notion, where, however, the proeess of
destruction itse]f remaining non-eonsidered, the result is more or less
obtained by surprise.
Only for linear sets there have been given proofs of the fundamental
theorern, whieh at the same time follow the process of destruetion
and are independent of .Q 2).
The rest set whieh remains aftel' eompletiol1 of the proeess of
destruetion and whieh we may eaU the Canto?' 1'esidue, is aftel'
CANTOR 3) a perfect set of points, ho wever of the most general kind,
thus in general not a pe1ject set of pieces.
An extension of the fundamental theol'em, enuneiated by SOHOENFLIES 4 )
and proved by me 5), ean be formulated as follows:
If we dest1'oy in a closed set an isolated piece, in t/ze 1'est set again
an isolated piece, and so on transjinitely, tM'1 process leads after a
denumerable number of steps to an end.
My proof given formerly fol' this theorem was a generalisation of
LINDEI,ÖF'S method, hut at the same time I announred a proof
whirh follows the proeess of destruetion, and whieh I glve now here;
in it is contained a proof of the fundamental theorem, whieh in
simplicity sUl'passes by far the existing ones, is independent of.2, and
\ follows the process of destruetiol1:
By mE'ans of Spn-l 's belonging to an ol'thogonal system of directions
we divide the Sp" into n-dimensional cu bes with edge a, eael} of
these enbes into 211 cu bes with edge
C'ubes with edge

1

'4

1

'2

a, eaeh of the latte!' into 2n

a, etc.

All eubes eonstructed in th is way form together a denumel'able
set of eubes K.
Let now (1 be the given closed set, then 1( possesses as a part a
likewise denumerable set Kl consisting of those eubes which contain
in their interiOl' or on their boundary points of (1.
1) Acta Mathematica 29, p. 183-190.
2) SCHOENFLIES, Bericht ilber die Mengenlehre I, p. 80, 81; Gött. Nachr. 1903,

p. 21-31; HARDY, Mess. of Mathematics 33, p. 67-69; YOUNG, Proceedings of
the London Math. Soc. (2) 1, p. 230-246.
S) 1. c. p. 465.
,
4) Mathem. Annalen 59 i the proof given there p. 141-145, and Bericht liber
die Mengenlehre rI, p. 181-135 does not hold.
.
ü) Mathem. Annalen 68, p. 429.
J • [
-v
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To each destl'uction of an isolated point or isolated piece in (l now
answers a destl'uction of at least one 4) eube in ](1; but of the latter
destl'uctions only a denumerable number is possible, th us also of the
farmer, with which CANTOR'S theol'em and SCHoENFI.ms's theorem are
proved both together.
Let us eaU the rest set, ·which remains aftel' destrllction of all
isolable pieces, the Schoenjlies 1'esidue, then on the ground of theorem
1 we can formulate:
THEOREM 2.

A Sclwenjlies 1'esidue is a pm'fect set of pieces.
§ 3.

The st1'uctUJ'e of perfect sets of pieces.
Let SI and S2 be tW? pieces of a perfect set of pieces (l. Let it
be possible to place a finite number of pieces of ft into a 1'0W having
Sl as its first element and S2 as its last element in such a way, th at
the distance between two consec~Itive pieces of th at row is smaller
t!zan a. Then we say, that S2 be langs to tlw a-pl'OUp of Sl.
If Sz and S3 both belong to the a-grOllp of Su then S3 belongs
also to the a-gl'oup of S2' so that (l breaks up into a certain number
of "a-groups". This number is finite, because tJle distance of two
different a-gl'uupS Call110t be smaller than a.
If al
a2, and if an a 1 -group and an a~-gl"onp of f.t are given,
th en these are either entirely separated or the a 1-group is contained
in the a 2 -gl'oup.
If two pieces Sl and S2 of (l are given, then thel'e is a cel'tain
maximum valne of a, for which Sl and Sz lie in different a-groups
of (l. That value we shall call the sepamting bound of SI and S2 in
(l, and we shall represent it by (J" (SI' S2).
If fartheron we represent the distance oj SI and Sz by a (SI' S2)'
then (J" (SI' Sz) converges with a (Sl ; S2) to zero, but also inversely
Ct (SI' Sz) with (J" (Sl ,Sz). For otherwise convergeney of (JI' (SI' S2) to
zero would involve the existence of a coherent part of (1, in which
-two different pieces of (l were contained, which is impossible.
The maximum vaille of a for which f.t breaks up into different
a-groups we shall eaU the width of dispel'sion of (l, and shall represent
it by ó' (~t). This width of disper::;ion of f.t is at the same time the
greatest value which (Jp. (SI' S2) can reaeh for two pieces SI and S~
of (l.

<

') Even of an infinite number.
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The maximnm value of a, for which (.! breaks up into at least n
different a-gl'oupS we shall call the n-pm·tite widtll of di'spm'Sion of (.!,
and shall repl'esent it by ón (tt). Cleal'ly ón ((.!) is ~ Ó ((.!).
For (.! exists fl1l'thermore a series of incleasing positive integers
n l ((.!), n 2 ((J.), na(ft), .... in snch a way that ÓII(~t) for n between
n,c-l ((.!) anel nk ([1) is eqllal to (J117cCv)([1). This quantity Ö (p)((.!) we eaU
I11c
the kth widtlL of dispersion of (.! and as such we repl'esent it by
óClc)((.!).
We now aSSel't that it is always possible to break up (.! into mi
perfect öets of pieces [Lp ...• [Lil/I so as to have Ó([Lh) ~ ÓII/l ([L) anel
a((.!h 1 , (.!h 2 ) ~ ólnl ((.!).
Let namely be Ö,111 Crl)
óC7c)((.!); we can th en obtain the required
nnmber 171 1 by composing each [Lh of a certain numqer of d'(lc) (r,)groups belonging to a same óCk-I) ((.!)-group. 'We are then also sure
of having satisfied the conrlition a ((.!h1 , (.!h 2 ) ~ ó1II1 ((.!).
Fartheron we can place the ó(lc)(~t)-groups of a same ó(lc-l)((.!)-group
into such a row that the distance between two COl1secutive ones is
equal to óCk)(lJ.). If we take care that each (.!h consists of a noninterrupted segment of such a row, then the condition Ó«(.!h) ~ ÓIIlI ((.!)
is also satisfied.
Let us now break up in the same way each (.!h into 1/1 2 perfect
sets of pieces [Lhl; •... (lJ1/112 in such a way that Ó((llli) ~ Ó1ll2 ((.!h) and
a((thi1 ' ~~hi2) ~ ÓII'2(Uh), allel let us continue this process inelefinitely.
If then we represent oy FJ an arbitral'y row of v indices, then
we shall always tinel

=

·

As (.! is a perfect set of pieces, the wiel th of elispersion

(A)

ó((.!F)

can converge to zero 0111y fol' inelefinite il1crease of v; out of the
formula (A) i'ollows, ho wever, thM tal' Ï11definite increase of v that
convergency to zero always takes place anel, ineleeel, nniformly f'or
all vth elements of elecompositiol1 togethel'.
At the same time {he separating bounc1 of every two pieces lying in
one anel the same v th element of c1ecomposition COl1Vel'ges l1niformly
to zero; so these elements of elecomposition converge themselves
uniformly each to a single piec€'.
If final1y a variabIe pair of pieces of tt is given, then their c1istanee
CtUl cOl1vel'ge to zero only when the order of the smallest element
of' decomposition, in whieh both are containeel, incl'eases indefinitely.
The simplest moele in which this process of decomposition can be
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executed is by taking all Jnk'S equal to 2. If then we represent the
two elemÊmts of decomposition of the first order by f.Lo and f.L2' those
of the second order by f.Loo' (.t02' (.t20' f.L22' and so on, then in this way
the different pieces of f.L are brought into a one-one correspondence
with the different fundamental Eleries consistu:!g of tigmes 0 and 2.
And two pieces converge to each other then, and onIy then, when
the commencing segment which is common to thei1' fllndamental
series, incl'eases indefinitely.
Let us consider on the other hand, in the linear continuum of
rea I nllmbers bet ween 0 and 1, the perfect punctual set 3r of those
numbers which can be represented in the triadic system by an infinite nllmbe1' of figures 0 and 2. The geometrie type of order of
3r we shall rep1'esent by ;. ,
Two numbers of ;;r converge to each othel' then and only then,
when the commencing segment which is common Jo their series of
figures, increases indefinitely.
So, if we 1'eaIize such a one-one correspondence between the pieces
of f.L and the mImbers of 7'(, that for eaeh piece of f.L the series of
indices is equal to the series of tigures of the corresponding number
of 3'(, then to a limiting piece of a fundamental series of pieces of
f.L correElponds a limiting number of the corresponding series of
numbers in 3r, so that we ean formulate:
THEOREM 3. Eac/t perfect set of pieces possesses the geomet1'ic type

of order ~.

\

fi'or the case that the set under discussion is punctual and lies in
a plane, this theorem enS\leS immediately from the following wellknown property:

Throu.qh eaeh plane elosed punetual set we can b7'ing an a1'C of
simple curve.
OombiI)ing SCHOENFI,ms's theorem mentioned in § 2 with theorem
3 we can say:
THEOREM 4. Eaeh closed set consists of two sets of pieces; one oj

them possesses, ij it does not vanish, the geometrie type of orde?' ;,
and the othm' is denttmerable.
§ 4.

The ,qro'Ltps wldch tmnsf01'm the geometric type of order; in itselj.
Just as spaces admit of groups of continuous one-one transformations, whose geometric types of order 1) are again spaces, namely
1) In this special case formerly called by me "Parametel'mannigfaltigkeiten"
( 9o~p. ~athem. Annalen 67, p. 247.
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the finite continuous gl'OUpS of Lm, the geometric type of order ç
admits of groups of contmuous one-one transformations, which possess
likewise the geometric type of order ç.
In order to construct such groups we start from a decomposition
according to § 3 of the set tt info 112 1 "parts of the fil'st order"
(J-l , (J-2 , ••• (J-/nl' of each of these parts of the first order into 1n 2 "parts
of the second order" (J-hJ, (lh2, (lh3,. • (lhm2' etc.
The parts of the first order we submit to an arbitrar) transitive
substitution group of 112 1 elements, of which we l'epreóent tlle order
by Pl' and which we represent itself by gl'
Aftel' this we submit the parts of the second order to a transitive
substitution group g2 of m l m 2 elements which possesses the parts of
the first order as systems of imprimitivity and ,ql as substitutioll
group of those systems into each other. We can then mpresent the
order of g2 by Pl P2'
The simplest way to construct such a group g2' is to choose it
as the direct product of gl and a substitution group 12' which of
the parts of the óecond order leaves the first index unchanged and
tl'ansforms the second index according to a single transitive substitutiol1 group of 1n 2 elements.
Wethen sllbmit the parts of the third ordE'r to a transitive substitution group g3 of m l ?n 2ma elements which possesses the parts of
the second order as systems of imprimitivity and g2 as substitution
group of those systems into each othel'. We can represent the order
of g3 by Pl P2 l)a'
In this way we construct a fuudamental series of substitution
groups gl' .12' gs' ...
Let 'l'l be an arbitrary snbstitntion of .11; 'l'2 a snbstitution of lJ2
having on the first index of the parts of the serond order the same
influence as Tl; t's a substitntion of Pa havmg on tlle first two indices
of the parts of the third order the same inlluence as 'l'2; and so on.
The whole of 1he substrtutions 'l'H then determines a substltutlOn
of the different fundamental series of indices into each other, in ather
words a tmnsfo1'1nation 'l' of the 11ieces of (J- into each othe1'.
'rhis transformation is in the first place a one-ons transjomwtion;
for, two different pier es of (l lie m two different parts of a certain,
e.g. of the r th order, and these are transformed by 'l' into again two
different parts of the l,th order.
If fartheron St> S2' Sa, ... is a fundamental series of pieces, possessing SOl as its onIy limiting piece, then, if ). (n) is 1he lowest possible
order with the property that Sil and SOl lie in different parts of that
order, ). en) must increase indefinitely with n.
33
Proceedings Royal Acad. Amsterdam. Vol. XII.
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80 by the transformation 't the fundamental series passes into a
new fundamental series having as its only limiting piece the piece into
which BOl passes by T.
As a set of pieees ~t is thus contimtO~lsly transformed by T.
Let 't'p 1:'2' 1:'a, • •• be a series of snbstitutiops satisfying the same
't" 2 j
conditions as the series 'ti> 't 2 , Ta, ... If then Tl 't'l = 1:"1 j 't 2 't'2
etc., then the series 't"l' 't"2' 'tl/a' ... likewise satisfies the same conditions.
If fal'thermore 1:' and 1:" are definec1 analogously to T, then TT' is
equal to 1:".

=

So the tmnsformrztions satisfying t!ze conditions put fo?'
wldch we shall represent by g.

T

form, a

[/I'OUp,

To investigate the geometrie- type of order of this gronp, we
decompose in the way indi~ated in ~ 3 a perfect set of pieces Q info
Pi parts of the fil'st order Q1' Q2 , •••• , QP1; eaeh of these into P2
parts of the second order Qhll Qh2, •••• ,Qhp2; and so on.
The Pl substitntions of [/1 we bring into a one-one cOl'respondence
to the parts of the first order of Q. Then the P1P2 sllbstitutions of
[/2 into snch a one-one correspondenC'e to - the parts of the second
order of !!, that, if a snbstitution of .Q2 and a Substitlltion of [/1 have
the same influence on the first index of the parts of the second order
of ~L, the part of the seconc1 order of Q cOl'l'esponding to the former
lies iJ1 the part of tile first order of Q corresponding to the latter.
In like manner we bl'ing the Pi P2 Pa substitutions of [/8 into such
a 011e-011e cOl'respo11c1e11ce to the parts of the third order of Q, that,
if a substitntio.h of .ris and a substitution of [/2 have the same inflnence
on the th'st two indices of the parts of the third order of ~, the
part of the thil'd order of Q corresponding to the former lies in the
part of the second ol'der of Q corresponding to the latter ; and so on.
The parts of Q corresponding 10 a series Tl' T2 , Ta , ... then COnVel'ge
to a single piece of Q, which we let answer to rhe tl'ansfol'mation
't' dednced from the series. Then also inversely to each piece of Q
answers a transformation T, and the correspondenceattained in this
manneJ' is Cl one-one cOl'respondence.
Farthermore two transformations 't' and 't' converge to each othel'
th en and only then, when their generating series 't'l' Tz , 'ta , .... and
T'l • T'2 , 1:'a , •• "
have an indefinitely increasing commencing segment
in common, in othel' words when the cOl'I'esponding pieces of Q
converge to each other. 80 the correspondence bet ween the transformations Tand the pieces of !! is continuous.
The transformations T, in othel' words the transformations of the
group [/, have thus been brollght into a cOlltinuous one-one correspondence to the pieces of Q, so tl~at g possesses tl~e geometrie type of order ç.

,
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If now we adjoin to eaeh substitution group .cfll a finite group
of continuous one-one transformations of [1, as a set of pieces in
itself, tranforming of the pieces of (t the th'st n indices according to
gil, but leaving unchanged all their other indices, then the funda-

.c/II

rnental se'l'ies of the ,groups g'l' g' z' g' 3' • • • conve~'!Jes unifwrnly to
tlw .1l'OUp g.
The set whose elements are the groups 9 of the geometrie type of
order ç constructable in the indicated manner possesses the cardinal
number of the continuum. Fol', already the flet of those series
m'l' m" m 3 , _ •• , wbich consist of prime nnmbers, possesses this
cardinal nnmber, and any two different series of this set give rise
I
to different groups g.
We ean sum lip the preeeding a~ follows:
THEoREM 5. The geometrie type of orde1' ~ allmvs of an infinite

nwnber of g1'OUpS consisting of a geometrie type of onZer!; of continuous one-one transl01'mations ancl being ~tnilo)'mly app1'otcimated
by a f~6nclamental series of groups eonsistin,CJ eac7~ oJ a finite nwnbel'
of eontinuo'Us one-one t1'a17Sf01'mations.
If in particular we cOllsider those groups 9 fol' which each gn is
chosen in the way described at the commenc~ment of this § as the
direct product of gn-1 and a group 1n, }Ve can formulate i~ particulal':
THEOREM 6. The geometric of onZm' .~ allmvs of af/, infinite number

of groups eonsisting ol a geometrie type of 01,cle1' ; of eontinuous
one-one transformations and being ztniforrnly eOn'i)B1:qent cli1'ect P1'Oducts each of a fundamental series ol jinite groups of eontinuous
one-one transformations ,
§ 5.

TAe sham,-adclition in the geometrie type of O1'der

~.

Let us choose the factor groups indicated in theol'em 6 as simply
as possible, namely gl as the grollp of cyclic displacements corre·
sponding to a certain cyclic arrangement of the first indices, and
likewise each 111 as the gl'onp of cyclic displacements cOl'l'esponding
to a certain eyclic arrangement of the nth indices; 9 is then commutative, and transitive in snch a way that a transformation of 9
is determined ul1iformly by the position which it gives to one of
the elements of (t.
•
Let us fllrthel' choose an arbitl'ary piece of [1, as lJieee zel'O. Let
us l'epl'esent this piece by SD' and the transformation, which trtll1s·
fers SD into S,,- and is thereby determined, by
S,,-". That the
53*

"+
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piece Sp is transfel'red by thjs transformation into S{, we shall
express by tIle formula

=

\
8p +8rx 8,,,,
which operation is associative and commutative.
Let us finally choose, in order to make the resemblanee to ordinary
ciphering as eomplf'te as possible, all 7n n's equal to 10, let us take
for each system of n th indices the digits 0,1,2,3,4,5,6, 7,8,9 in
this order, and let us g'Ïve to the pieee zero only indices 0.
JThe different pieces of IJ. we ean then represent biuniformly by
the different infinite decimal fraetions lying between
and 1, in
sueh a way, howevel', that finite decimal fractions do not appeal'
and that '30 is not equal to '29, whilst each gl'OUp Yn consists of
the different ways in whieh one can add the same l1umber to all
n th decimals, modulo 10.
Now aecording to the above we understand by '5473 ... '9566 ...
the decimal fl'action, into which '5473 .._. is tmnsterred by the
transformation w hieh transfers '0 into ·95ö6 ... , or, wh at comes
to the same, the decimal fractiol1, into whieh '9566 ... is transferred
by tlle traUFiformation ,,,hieh transfers '0 into '5473 .. .
We shall eall the operation furnishing this result, on the ground
of its ftsso('iatiYity and ('ommutativity, tlle "sham-acldition" of '9566 ...
to ·5473 .... ; it takes place jl1st as ordinary addition, with
this difference that in each decimal position the surplus beyond 10
is negleeted, thus tbat different decimal positions do not influence
.
each otbel'. Sa we have:

°

+-

'5473 ....

-+ '9566 .... = '4939 ... .

Let us understand analogously by ·5473 .... ~ '~566 .... the
decimal fraction, into which ·5473 .... is transferred by the transformation which transfers ·9566.... into '0, and Iet us eaIL the
opel'ation furnishing this decimal fraction the "sham-subtmction" of
'!)566 ... , from ·5473 .... ; then this sham-subtraction is pel'formed
in the same way as ordinary subtraction with this difference,
that "bol'rowing" does not take plaee at the cost of the preceding
deeimal positions, so th at here again different decimal positions do
not influe~ce eaeh other. Sa we hàve:

·5473 .... ~ ·9566 ....

= '6917 ....

By operating only wiih a finite number, great enough, of con secntive figure& dil'eetly behind the deeimal sign, sham-addition and
sham-sl1btraction furnish in the type of order ~ aresuit agreeing
with the exact one up to any desired degree of accuracy. In th is
too they behave like ol'dinal'y addition and su btl'ac~ion of realuumbers.
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